Katie Britt (AL)

Background
Former CEO of the Business Council of Alabama and congressional chief of staff ran to replace her previous boss in the US Senate; campaigned on a platform of conservative and business values.

Born and raised in Alabama, Britt is a daughter of small business owners in the Wiregrass region of Alabama.

After serving as the youngest press secretary on Capitol Hill at the time, Britt rose through the ranks of Sen. Richard Shelby (R-AL)'s office; notably, while working for Shelby as chief of staff, she led efforts during the selections of Alabama court judges and Supreme Court justice confirmation hearings of Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh.

A lawyer and CEO of the Business Council of Alabama (BCA), a nonpartisan business association, Britt has experience communicating business interests with elected officials; propelled the state's businesses through the COVID-19 pandemic, advocating for Alabama to reopen and to learn about federal stimulus funding.

Prioritizes centering Alabama in state, federal, and international policies, especially in foreign trade, national security, broadband access, and low-cost energy sources.

In 2021, Britt stepped announced her bid to be the next Senator for Alabama with the endorsement of Sen. Shelby and emerged as a top contender for the nomination--ahead of the primary she led the field in fundraising, received financial support from Senate Republicans, and won key state-level endorsements.

Biography

BIRTH DATE
2/2/1982

EDUCATION

JD, Doctor of Law, The Univ. of Alabama School of Law, 2010-2013; BS, Political Science and Government, Univ. of Alabama, 2000-2004

FAMILY

Husband: Wesley; 2 Children: Bennett, Ridgeway
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Election Results

2022 GENERAL
Britt 67%
Boyd 31%
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